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Dvd vcr recorder

#10/2005 - The Fedor Izmaylov DVD-VHS recorder Samsung DVD-VR325 TWO-MONTH TWO MONTHS TWO MONTHS WE tested DVD VHS combo and noted both positive and negative trends in this type of technology. It's good that there are double recorders and disappeared thin restrictions on copying discs to tape. But it's bad that the VHS sections
are getting easier - for example, none of the participants in that test could reproduce in color the recordings in SECAM made on other devices. Fortunately, every trend, even with good grounds (e.g. economic or technical), is not a law at all, and therefore it is not necessary to strictly follow it. However, to go against trends - it's the same as swimming against
the current, and it can only afford the strongest and most confident market participants. The latest combined DVD-VHS recorder Samsung DVD-VR325 - a good example of such neglect of mainline directions, which moves most of the manufacturers. What's more, it's probably a hint to everyone that the route needs to be adjusted. And it has to be said that
the signs on the part of Samsung usually do not go unnoticed. So what's interesting about this device that everyone has to take over? First of all, it is an important ability for Russia to correctly, i.e. in color, to reproduce old records in SECAM. At the same time, programs are written from our broadcast in MESECAM, so that cassettes recorded on DVD-VR325
are played in full on most other VHS players. However, I discovered this feature after I unpacked and connected to the device. And before that, I found out more. no less important. Samsung DVD-VR325 is the first DVD-VHS combo that is included in our edition, equipped with HDMI digital output. What's so good about that? And the fact that thanks to this
device fits into the role of a fairly high quality DVD source in combination with a modern digital display - plasma, liquid crystal, projection TV and any projector, which are equipped with the entrance of HDMI or DVI. Read the digital video player test published in the same problem - it makes it clear that when digitally connected to the screen, even low-cost
players are able to provide an impressive image. What I liked even more DVD-VR325, is that it comes with not only hdMI cable, but also the HDMI-DVI adapter. The latter will be very useful, if the idea arises to use as a display computer monitor. The idea, by the way, is very wise because the TV tuner in the combo is already there. In many similar combined
devices, the DVD and VCR sections have separate video outputs - from the discs the image is served to the TV by S-Video or RGB, and from the cassette - only by composite. Another issue DVD-VR325 - the HDMI interface in the display transmits the image from all sources, whether it's a disc, a videotape or an ethereal TV program. And the output will be
signalled in the resolution, which is installed in the set menu - 480p, 576p. 720p or 1080i. It is clear that the quality of the image will be due to scaling the maximum, provided of course, that the resolution of the output will be determined in accordance with the parameters of the matrix on the monitor. But let's go back from towering digital heights to the ground.
For many who interested in this device, there are still not very old and well displayed analog TVs. DVD-VR325 can connect to them on any of the existing interfaces - on S-Video, on component, RGB or, at worst, on the composite. For the recorder, of course, the most convenient SCART, and there are two - one works both on the entrance, and on the output,
and the second, to connect external sources such as satellite tuner, only to the entrance. The GUI is the same for two sections, although it changes slightly depending on which disc is loaded into the tray - included or not. Built-in tuner works to prominence - at the first attempt all channels were found, and the quality of their reception was commendable. My
big 100-hertz TV shows the airwaves are worse. The process of copying DVD to VHS and back has been simplified to the limit - there are two buttons on the remote control, grouped by the inscription COPY - the one on the left, marked to DVD, and the one on the right - VCR. Of course, they work depending on which section is active and charged with free
media. For example, if there are no recordings in the tray, pressing the DVD button only causes a message to the screen that the operation is not possible. All discs that have no Macrovision protection can be copied to the tape, and it is now very rare even on licensed releases. As far as the digitisation of films is concerned, there are no restrictions at all.
Finally, the quality of the DVD screening of our hero is very decent. The blacker band of the Video Essentials test tables is clearly visible and allows you to fine tune Color rendition is impeccable, and clarity doesn't cause claims. There is no NTSC/PAL transcoder, so it makes no artifacts in stereo when playing CDs - typical of low-cost DVD players - quite
spectacular, but to my taste, unnecessarily bright and overly digital. Of course, the CD player for the same money will sound softer and more natural. But the movie on it will not watch and favorite show, which goes too late or if you are in the country, do not write. Each has his own. I'm writing about what? He writes a DVD section on DVD-RAM, DVD-RW and
DVD-R, and the plus family discs aren't even supported for playback. But it's official. In fact, the recordings on DVD and DVD-R can be read with confidence. It's a shame you don't write about them, but it's even a disadvantage can only be considered with a big piece – there are no fundamental differences between the two types of media. Just plus in sales
we are found more often, and the quality of them in the mass is higher. Unlike the VHS tape recorder, which offers only 2 recording speeds, the DVD recorder has 4, except for the automatic with a custom bitrate, which can only be used when recording on a timer and is useful when there is not enough space on the disc to fit the entire transmission in the best
quality. Interestingly, the possibility of automatic choice of speed is also available for the VHS tape recorder. The quality of the recording depends entirely on the mode you choose. On SP, when a regular DVD-R/RW drive can hold 2 hours of video, the TV shows look noticeably better than the original – digital filters and noise suppressors effectively remove
the interference. And only on the very Ep it is leveled in brightness with the videotape, but at the same time the recording on the disc has no specific flaws associated with the wear of the tape. Objective Data Recording Carriers DVD-RAM/-R/RW, VHS Playable formats DVD-Video, VCD, CD-DA, mp3, JPEG, DivX TV systems NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
MESECAM Recording Modes - on DVD XP, SP, LP, EP, AUTO (recorded only on timer) AUTO Audio-CAP, kHz/bit 96/24 Video CAP, bit/mHz 10/54 Exits - Video SCART (x2), YPbPr, Video, S-Video, HDMI - audio analog stereo, digital optics and coaxial inputs - Video Video, S-Video, DV - audio analog stereo dimensions, mm 430 x 321 x 84 Mass, kg 4.8
Samsung DVD-VR325 $420 Dual analog-digital recorder, convenient copy between sections of DVD and VCR, digital HDMI output. He doesn't write on plus-plus. To become the most functional recording device, this combination only misses a drive on the hard drive. But the absence makes DVD-VR325 much more affordable, and this is a very serious
argument, especially for those who don't need the maximum capacity of memory. Memory.
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